
Privacy and security in social networks 

•  Motivation 
–  The publicity and spread of social networks drive 

adversaries to target them with a new class of 
attacks.  

–  These attacks are inspired by the fact that users’ 
profiles and friend connections are publicly 
visible in social sites.  

–  Unconventional attacks 
–  Effective spreading media 

•  Identity and credential theft 
•  Phishing 
•   Malware 
•  Spamming and Scams 
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Overview 

•  Google, Facebook, Twitter dominate internet 
usage 
–  Attractive target for abuse 
–  Require credential  

•  Spam accounts 
–  1.5% of Facebook accounts are fake [Facebook SEC 2012] 
–  5% of Twitter accounts are spam account [Twitter IPO] 

	



The Problem? 

•  Spam comes in all shapes and sizes 
	



Possible Solution 



Objectives 

•  Study the techniques and characteristics 
of spam to build better defenses 

– Measurement and understanding of 
spamming behaviors  

– Development of defenses suitable for 
deployment at large scale by social 
networks. 



Contributions 

•  Examining a number of properties pertaining 
to spam accounts.  

•  Revealing a diverse set of strategies for 
reaching audiences. 

•  Exploiting spamming tools and evasive 
tactics 

 



Dataset General Description 

•  113,609,247 Tweets in 1 month 
 
•  30,932,059 Distinct user 

•  Spammers (~7%) 
– Twitter IPO filing: estimated 5% from total 

user-base 



What is a Behavior ? 

/biˈhāvyər/: “the way in which one acts or 
conducts oneself, esp. toward others” 

•  Individualistic attributes  
– What properties distinguish spam accounts? 
–  Identification of sub-populations 

•  Social Interactions 
– How do they reach their audience? 
– Graphical point of view analysis 



Individualistic attributes  

•  Tendency of Multimodal distributions 

•  Guassian Mixture models (GMM) 

•  Bayesian Information Criterion model 
selection 



Gaussian Mixture Model 



Gaussian Mixture Model 
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The Classes 

•  Short lived accounts (Class 1) 
– Aggressive content spreading 
– Few total tweets count 
– Fraudulent accounts, Not so smart? 

•  Long lived accounts (Class 2) 
– Moderate rate of spam 
– More total tweets counts 
– Compromised accounts ?  



Social Interactions 

•  Relationship Network 
–  In/Out degree only available 
– Degree and In/Out degree densities are 

derived 

 
•  Mention Network 
– Directed simple, weighted graph (weights 

are occurrences) 



Relationship Graph 

•  Class 1 skewed towards following. 

•  Mention requires no prior relationship  



Mention Graph 

•  Simple, weighted, directed Graph 
– User                 User 

•  tweets with mentions 
– Class1 (47.2%), and 1.2 mention/tweet 
– Class2 (58.2%) and 1.3 mention/tweet 

men6ons	



Mention Graph 

closeness	centrality:	0.86	

closed	SCC:	6		

total	tweets:	3452		

betweenness	centrality:	0.38	

degree	centrality:	1.57	

closed	WCC:	1	

opened	WCC:	1	

closed	neighborhood	edges:	13	

closed	neighborhood	nodes:	8		

weighted	out	degree:	14	

opened	SCC:	6	

opened	neighborhood	nodes:	8		

opened	neighborhood	edges:	13	

•  Local Structure 
– 1.5 Egocentric network 



Mention Graph– Degree Dis. 

•  What is the best distribution that describes 
data? 

Truncated	powerlaw	 Truncated	powerlaw	or	powerlaw?	

Aaron	Clauset		“Power-law	distribu6ons	in	empirical	data”	2009		



The man in the Middle 

•  Conversa6on	Hijacking	
•  Targe6ng	hubs	
•  Profiles	Crawling	



Can we detect them? 



Thank	you!!!	
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